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Abstract

Augmented Reality Advertisement on Android as A New Marketing Stategy is a

project to study the effectiveness of using augmented reality technology in marketing

strategy based on the prototype being developed called Augmented Reality

Advertisement on Android (ReADroid). ReADroid is an Android application for

chocolate based advertisement which animate when ttre smartphone camera is

pointed to the chocolate wrapper by using augmented reality (AR) approach. In the

conventional physical advertising method which mostly dull and static, viewer has

high tendency to ignore without gving any bodily responses towards the

advertisement. This problem leads to viewer difficulties to remember the

advertisement well. By creating and developing an interactive and engaging AR

advertising application, ReADroid ensure that half of the advertisement viewers

remember about the advertisement. As a little number of researches has been done to

investigate the effectiveness of AR advertisement, this project is contributing to the

evaluation on the usability and receptivity of users towards the AR advertisement.

Men and women between 15 to 35 years old are the main target goup that will b€

using ReADroid on their Android smartphone to see the AR chocolate based

advertisement on the chocolate wrapper. [n order to facilitate the requirement

changes, ReADroid development is based on the modified version of Waterfdl

Methodology Model called Sashimi Methodology Model. Based on the data

gathering and analysis, by using Qualcomm Augmented Reality (QCAR) as the AR

framework, together with unity 3D Pro, Blender and Android softrrare

Development Kit (SDK), ReADroid satisfy more than 50 respondents' needs by

allowing us€r to criticize or praise the advertised products directly at the

advertisement, play the garnes provided, view the promotion or visiting the advertiser

website. As conclusion, this interactive application will solve the ineffestiveness in

conventional physical advertisement, thus creating bigger plaform for business to

acquire more profit.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As the world spins on, technology grows rapidly across various fields to improve our

life. Daily routine become easier and more effective with technological advancement

in health, medical, automotive, tourism, education, communication and many more.

This chapter will describe the overview of the project that covers the following

topics.

Background of study

Problem statement

Objective and scope of study

Relevancy and feasibility of the projeot

1.1: Background of Study

In the context of business, profit is the first priority as the outcome for the activities

created. Technological advancement helps business to be more efficient for all

activities involved between the stakeholders. In order to ma;rimize the business

profit, marketing is a very crucial element to be concerned. Marketing helps business

to strategize the best method possible to gain and retain the customers. Various

methods can be used in marketing such as promotion, advertisement, pricing and

product strategy, and the others. All of them are used to gain the profit through

customer satisfaction and not through the sales volume. I3l This statement

differentiates between marketing and selling target.

Profit through customer satisfaction is possible to be achieved when great

focused being positioned to the advertisement instead of the product and pricing

strategies only.[3] Without the visibility from customer's eyes, an excellent produot

with extremely reasonable price could not attract the customer attention. Thus,

advertisement has become the success factor of business performance that influences

customer awareness, attitudes and buying behavior. [10]

a

o

a
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By taking the advantages of technological advancement, advertisement can

be improved for full impact on the audience by creating an augmented reality (AR)

advertisement. As Android has been widely used, the AR advertisement can be

implemented on Android platform so that it will be practical for the community to

use. Android offers more advanced computing ability and connectivity than a

conventional mobile phone. The developer will be provided with free tools and

guideline to develop this open source stack for mobile devices that includes an

operating system, middleware and key applications. [9]

There a lot of AR application created for Android. Layar is one of the famous

AR applications for markerless-based AR application. Layar is an AR browser used

to display layers of digital info in the phone's field of vision to show user the things

user cannot see.[ l] Instead of Layar, Blippar is also famous to provide AR scene for

advertisement used by Tesco. [12] This is the marker-based AR application. There is

also Pocket Universe that will tell the user the name of the constellation when

pointing the camera to the sky. [11]

ln term of promoting chocolate through advertising, it will be interactive

since the AR advertisement is alive when pointing the Android smart phone camera

to the marker. The interesting part is buyers will be provided with a game and able to

play the game as a medium to make them easily remember the product. The games

become more interesting because they are also using augmented reality technology.

By luck, there are also several games available for buyer to get for each of the

chocolate they bought. As a result, buyers tend to buy more chocolate continuously

until they get the game that they want from the chocolate wrapper itself. There are

many more features available in order to make the advertisement become more

interactive, effective and attractive.



1.2: Problem Statement

Based on this topic, there are two problems which cover on the current conventional

physical advertisement used and the current augmented reality advertisement existed

in the market.

Firstly, a research has been done in lndia to investigate the awareness of

Amul's chocolate advertisement to the community. [2U The objectives of the

research are to seek the performance of Amul's Chocolate brand and customer

awareness through the advertisement so that a conclusion can be made regarding the

relationship between sales and advertisement. (See Figure j) Data gathering through

the survey has proven that there was lack of awareness from the community

especially the main consumer of chocolate which is the children and teenagers. [21]

Although chocolate is actually consumed by almost everyone in the world across age

and gender, the advertisement still need to be an attractive advertisement to capture

children and teenagers eyes towards the chocolate. The advertisement used was so

dull and not attractive with limited colors. Since the advertisement being displayed in

the newspaper, definitely there was no animation can be used to make the

advertisement even looks more interesting. As conclusion, dull and unattractive

advertisement is the main problem in current physical advertisement.

Due to the above problem, it became such a domino effect to the advertiser

because lack of awareness from dull advertisement made the viewer most likely did

not remember the brand or even the advertisement they already viewed before. [21]

This is because there is no bodily response from the viewer when they viewed the

advertisement. The body response is possible to be created by allowing the viewer to

interact with the advertisement itself. This implementation will create long-term

memory effect from customer side towards the brand name. [34]



As the conclusion, the impacts from weak advertisement created low

awareness among the people. Consequently, people will not contribute towards the

selling revenues and even this will not increase the chances of stronger brand name

through mouth-to-mouth promotion. ln the other way, the positive impacts existed

when customer viewed the advertisement frequently and keep telling the others about

the advertisement. Then, the news spread will increased the popularity of the brand

among the community and increase the tendency of getting high profit from the

sales.

Secondly, in term of the current AR advertisement existed in the market,

there is small number of research conducted to study the effectiveness of the AR

advertisement. (See Also 2.5: Augmented Reality in Physical Advertisemenl) Thus,

the advertiser is worried to invest in AR advertisement since it can be categorized as

not stable and reliable technology yet. The history also proven that AR for hands-up

display rapidly used since 2006 but AR advertising just started for the last trvo years.

[35] The technology does not reach the maturity period yet whereby the researcher

also struggling to prove the effectiveness of AR advertising. Thus, this research is

conducted in order to study the effectiveness of AR advertising.

1.3: Objective

The objectives ofthis project are:

To create and develop an interactive and engagrng augmented reality

advertising application.

To investigate the effectiveness of the application which effecting half of

the viewers to have long-term memory towards the advertisement.

To evaluate the user perception for the augmented reality application in

term of usability and receptivity.



1.4: Scope of Study

There are five main elements in the scope of this project:

Smartphone

Android operating system

Chocolate based product

Augmented reality

Women and men of age between 15 to 35 years old (See also 1.6: :

Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame)

1.5: Relevancy of the Project

The project is relevant to make the chocolate-related advertise,ment become more

athactive and visible through the AR advertisement. Besides, this applioation

overcomes the limitation in physical advertisement where the AR advemisement will
be more interactive and engaging with the viewers. The more people viewed the

advertisement, the higher possibilities created for the customer to come back to the

advertisement and higher chances of buying the product. The responses from the

people viewed will increase the possibilities mentioned before and strengthen the

brand name. This is because interactive advertisement credes long-term memory

among the viewers toward the advertisement. In simple words, AR advertiscmeot

will contribute for higher chances of getting more profit forthe business.

a

a

a
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1.6: Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame

Based on the scope mentioned before, chocolate advertisement usually displayed in

the magazine but this time around, the chocolate wrapper itself will be used to be the

medium for the advertisement to prove the conce,pt of this AR advertisemelrt.

Chocolate is also a well-known food product and consume by everyone from

different demographic background and the best orample to be used.

Besides, smartphone is used as the media for the end user to install the

application. Between smrtphone, feature phone and the others, it has been reported

on third quarter of 20l l that smrtphone lead the phone sales by 670/o mrd, er(ceeded

118 million quantity sold worldwide. (See also Figure l) \n 2012, srnar@hone is

expected to exceed the quantity of personal computer sold since the pnce is getting

lower by time. In United States, 640/o of the Amerioan who intendd to buy a

smartphone within the price of USD200 to USD250 ended up buying a smartphone

for less than USD200 after few months. [36] Thus, large segmentation of smar$hone

users and the rapid drop of srnartphone price make it affordable for everyone and

indirectly more users are able to be reached as well.

Device OS Mix
SrnanplprE, Feature Phone &
Connected Devte Inpresskrn Strare
C}l^fiTA

SrnarphaeOsMb(

Figure l: The uorld smarphone sales statistic md Android usGrs for e3 20ll t36l t3fl



Meanwhile, Android operating system is used for the same reason as

mentioned for the smartphone. Based on Figure 1,53o/o itmong the smartphone users

chose to use Android as the operating system compared to iOS, RIM, Symbian and

Windows. Instead of the large segmentation, Android is an open source operating

system and free to be used. Google also provides free development kit to be used

along with the development and there are a lot of groups and forum available

discussing about issues and facts among ttre developers. Thus, development in

Android will be much easier with these aids and tools.

The advertisement will be displayed on the chocolate wrapper and targeting

on men and women from the age of 15 to 35 years old. This is because most of the

Android users come from this range of age. Thus, the tactic used for this

advertisement is to deliver the message through this group of people for the large

consumer of chocolate that most likely not using Android smartphone which is the

children. For example, a mother that buys a chocolate for her son or daughter will
bring smile and happiness to the kids. From the example, it shown that the chocolate

actually targeted on the children but the advertisement used the mother as the

medium to reach this large community of chocolate consumer.

Regarding the time frame, the project development witl takes two semesters

of study which is enough for the author to complete the development of the project.

The first semester involving the planning, analysis and design phases and the

expected output will help in the implementation phase. At the end of the two

sernesters, the testing result from the user will be obtained to prove the theory

mentioned in this project.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter mainly discusses the general idea of the project. Several keywords are

discussed along with problems addressed in the previous chapter until the idea of the

proposed solution.

2.l Marketing

"Marketing is the process whereby companies create value for customers and buitd

sfiong customer relationships in order to capture value from customers in retum".

l3lt13l Nowadays, marketing become more challengng and the objectives focusing

on satisfuing customer needs rather than acquiring more customers. [3] The

importance behind the understanding of the customers and markets is marketer able

to design strategy specifically to find the right products for the right customers. As a

result, business will be able to retain their customers as one of the continuous equity.

Thus, marketing strategy can be interpreted as the main factor for business to rernain

survives in the market.fl3]

There are various components under marketing in which the integration of

ttrem will create a stong marketing stategy. For example, the product strategy,

pricing strategy, target market, promotion, advertiseme,nt, outlet locdion, supply

chain and the others are the components of marketing. All of the elements are

important and failed in one of them will affect the business. Advertising plays big

role in order to make the product brand is visible to the customer to support the other

marketing stategy. It has been proven that advertising becomes high priority for

business to spend more for it. According to ZenithOptimedia, business around the

world spent almost USD $500 thousand for each year of 2007,2008,2009 and 2010

for advertisement at major media like newspapers, magazines, television, radio,

cinema, outdoor and internet across the regions. [a] This proves that the power of
the advertising help business to succeed and mmy of the businesses put gre.$

emphasize on advertisement to escalate the revenues.



2.2 Advertising

Advertising can be defined as "any paid form of non-personal presentation and

promotion of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor". [3][7] It is also one

of the key factors that affect business performance and influence customer

awareness, attitudes and buying behavior. [0] Basically, most of the advertising

targeting on three main objectives which are to inform, persuade and remind the

audience. I4l It has been proven that the effectiveness of an advertising been

measured by the emotional response, long-term memory and bodily resPonse by the

customer. [4] Thus, a good advertisement should have all these basic characteristics

to be able to attract the customers.

ln order to deliver the advertisement in the best way, various media fully

utilized the media advantages to ensure the advertisement gives emotional response,

long-term memory and bodily response to the customer. "Hong Ming", the

PETRONAS television advertisement successfully won People's Choice Award

showing that the advertisement impacted the audience. [5] The advertisement is

about the various ethnics in Malaysia and touches audience's heart beoause even

children become best friend from different races. Besides, DIGI uses 'Yellow Man"

as mascot in all of their advertisement and made audience easily remember DIGI

because of it. (See Figure 2) The advertiser used the advantages from the television

features by using interesting song to make the advertisement easier to be

remembered and gave bodily response to the audience that tend to tap their feet when

listening to the song. [8]

There are various media can be used for advertising like newspaper,

television, internet, radio, magazine, outdoor mediq and many more. Each of the

advertisement media has their own advantages and disadvantages. Television

advertisernent is easy to deliver and gives impact to the audience because of the

music and visual effect provided. This makes it easier to deliver the advertisement

message with sight, sound and motion effects and get the atrdience attention as well.

However, physical advertisement is different compared to the television

adverti sement (commerci al).
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Figure 2: The Yellow Man mascot in DIGI advertisement and dre cover page of "Saji" magazine for
August 2008 released

Source: http: //Inper-semiotic. blosspot.cony' and

http : jom lah-zarina. b logspot. coru 2 0 I 0 08 0 I 
-archive. 

html

2.3 Physical Advertisement

Physical advertisement can be defined as "advertisement with all these properties

like durable, personal and dimensional". Physical advertisement target on specific

group and communicate with the targeted group over the time. It also able to be

touched, smell and has its height and weight. [9] Basically, physical advertisement

includes the newspaper, magazine, brochure, fliers and newsletter. Most of the

physical advertisement in *re newspaper having difficulties to compete among all of

the advertisement clusters although it is highly reachable for the entire community or

custom group of people. Besides, physical advertisement definitely does not have

music and high visual effect in order to convince the audience. Thus, conventional

physical advertisement depends on the brand name and the size of advertisement slot

used in the newspaper to attract the readers. Physical advertiseme,nt is not really

successful to give bodily response to the viewer because of this limitation especially

in term of no interaction between the viewer and the advertisement.

l0



However, the most successful physical advertisement is the magazine and the

wrapper or packaging of the product. The advertisement will be able to get high

reader involvement and attention because the reader paid it and they will appreciate

every single thing on the magazine or the package itself. [6] Even if the

advertisement size is small, it will still stand out because it got the high reader

involvement. Besides, rather than focusing on the overall community and failed at

the end of the day to get any customer, both of them are better in focusing the niche

market. Thus, the advertisement in the magazine or the packaging of the product

usually suit with the reader preferences.

For example, Saji is one of the Malaysia food magazines. Saji provides the

reader with food recipes, information, special tips, healthy food and many more.

Usually, inside the magazine, there are several advertisements. For example, for the

September 20l l released, there is one commercial for Daisy Margarine that

promoting the product to be used in preparing food. [20] As the outcome, food that

used Daisy Margarine will bring happiness to those who eat it. This is the same in the

chocolate advertisement inside the August 2010 released in which the main topic

also discussed about chocolate. (See Figure 2)

Product packaging is also consider as the advertising stategy because the

early perception of the customers towards the product is created based on the

packaging itself. [43] Different product has different strategy of packaging in order

to give the best first impression to the customers. The quality of packaging will
attract the attention of the buyers and generate the revenue as well. As a result, the

effectiveness of advertising through packaging will create long term memory

towards the product. For exarnple, the Brazilian drink called Smirnoff Caipiroska is

using a very creative packaging for their product as one of the method to advertise

their product. They created the bottles with lemon wrapper for the lemon flavors and

customer need to peel the bottle's wrapper before they can open and drink it. t44l
Thus, customer can easily remember their product because the advertiser allows

customer to get bodily response and emotional response and experience of peeting

the fruit by themselves.

ll



Figure 3: The advertisement used to promote Amul Chocolate and the packaging of Smimoff

Caipiroska, the Brazilian Drink.

Source: hltp:,i,iwww.amul.com/products/amul-chocolate-info.oho and

ht rp : t,'www. de m i I ked. co m,' c re alive'product -oac laqing-de s isn'Dart' 2/

The problem with the cunent chocolate advertisements is they are not

interesting enough to convince the physical advertisement viewers especially for the

products with the weak brand name. ln the context of Amul chocolate advertisement

in India, the target people is the teenagers and the children but the advertisement

provided did not have enough animation to attract this target group since chocolates

are consumed largely in this segment. [21] Due to this problem, the advertisement

failed to create the awareness about the chocolate consurner and even the reader

faced difficulties to remember the advertisement to make it stand out among the

others. (See Figure 3) There is no interaction between the viewer and the

advertisement that makes it attractive. As a result, there is no bodily response from

the reader to the advertisement at all. The advertisement in magazine is considered

under the physical advertisement. Thus, the animation is impossibly to be created for

the advertisement so that reader can interact with it. However, the lates augmented

reality (AR) technology made this addressed problem is possible to be countered.

t2



2.4 Augmented Reality

Augmented reality (AR) is related to the concept of virtual reality (VR). Both of the

concepts "enable a person to experience and explore interactively, predominantly

through his or her sense of vision, but also via sfudio, tactile and other forms of

f-eedback". [ ] The main point that differentiate between both of them is "VR

attempts to create an entirely artificial environment while AR aims to blend the

virtual objects into the real world". [1]

A little bit about the history, the term augmented reality was firstly used in

1992 for 'Virtual Fixtures' and 'KARMA' projects. Virtual Fixtures is a project used

by the US Air Force to assist in completing their tasks without reading the manuals.

It was just the same for KARMA or Knowledge-based Augmented Reality for

Maintenance Assistance that used AR to show the real time instruction through the

augmented scene. [35] However, AR was actually existed since 1957, but on that

time, no specific term was given to this technology. The used of AR was slow until

around the year of 2000 where ARToolkit is available in the market for free. Years

later in 2008, the first AR application for smartphone was created after the

enhancement made to the mobile AR application like MARS. Previously, the viewers

need to carry heavy backpack, but, Wikitude which was the first AR application for

smartphone simply use a mobile and light smartphone to see AR scene. After

ARToolkit has been ported to Adobe Flash (FLARToolkit), AR is getting famous

and widely used until today.

The first successful AR project called KARMA

l3



Basically, there are three types of augmented reality being used widely which

are marker-based AR, markerless AR and Layar Goggles. [2] Both markerless AR

and Layar Goggles implementation would be harder and involving a lot of

computing methods for the developer but not for the end user. The camera which

used to capture the real environment allow user to simply point it to anywhere to get

the AR scene.

Nevertheless, marker-based AR only works when the camera is pointed to the

marker. It needs to be separated from the rest of the image once the camera captured

it, in order to extract the marker contour. Based on the contour extracted, it enables

the ffanslation matrix to be calculated and applied on top of the image captured

earlier. [1] Basically, this is the general workflow for marker-based AR applications.

Figure 5: The example of marker-based and markerless augmented reality.
Source: http : //handhe ldar. ic g. tugraz. at/ stbtmckcr. php nd

http://blogs.exeter.ac.uAaugmentedreality/blog/2010/09/Ighvhat-is-augmented-reality/

Augmented reality has been used in various fields. AR helps the community

to have better daily life. For example, in the medicine, AR has been used to visualize

the anatomical joint of patient in the form of X-Ray. This is important to help the

doctor identifying any broken at the joint. [28] Besides, AR also been used to

simulate fetus movement, birth and surgery simulation especially for unusual cases.

So, doctors are able to take precaution actions for any unexpected things that were

identified by the simulation. Most of the tool being used to see the AR scene is Head

Mounted Display Gtr\D). (See also Figure 6)

l4



Figure 6: The tools used to see AR scene for fetus movement, birth and surgery simulation

Instead of HMD, webcam also a very popular tool used among the

community for AR. This is because webcam is easy to get and used but not really

portable. Thus, the fast growing technology forcing the AR technology to enable AR

to be accessed everywhere. Before the implementation of AR in smrtphone, there is

one AR technology used for wearable computer called Mobile Augmented Reality

System (MARS). [29] MARS was used for campus tour and using the markerless AR

technology. The user needed to carry the computer inside the backpack with the

goggles to get the information about the building and places in the cirmpus. The main

disadvantage of MARS is the heavy backpack that user needed to carry. Today, the

increasing number of smartphone enables user to simply carry a small and light

phone to see the AR scure anytime and anywhere.

Figure 7: The picture of auser wtro tsod MARS



As conclusion, AR technology can be used to mix the real world with the

virtual world to make an effective animation for the physical advertisement

especially in the context of chocolate advertisement. The augmented 3D object

created on top of the marker helps in enhancing reader experiences when viewing the

advertisement. This should also aligr with the characteristic of effective

advertisement that been measured by the emotional response, long-term memory and

bodily response by the customer toward the advertisement [4]

2.5 Augmented Reality in Physical Advertisement

The implementation of augmented reality in physical advertisement has grown

rapidly and being implemented in a lot of industry such as automobile, food, game,

engineering and many more. In Europe, AR advertisements grow rapidly and even

double the number of commercials. [24] The research also proved that the new

method in advertisement by using AR technology is a good altemative to help

achieving the objectives of advertising. However, small number of researches done

on this effectiveness makes this technology being considered as not reliable among

the advertiser.

One of the researches regarding the AR advertising effectiveness was done by

Acentric. By using CAR magazine, they conducted an advertisement test for

Mercedes Benz with 79 members of the respondents was instructed to use the AR

advertisement in the website. As a result, it showed that 63Yo of the participants

bother to check out the AR advertisement beyond the advertisement animation by

viewing the website which can be considered as impressive. Even better whe,n

Acentric found that 86% of the participants who bother to view the online content

remembered about Mercedes Benz. [22] Based on the research, comparing between

the static image and text usually used in the fiaditional advertising, AR advertisement

constructed customer memory to remember the advertisement through the

experiences and action related to the product better. [23]
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Another research was conducted by Departrnent of Computer Graphics

Technology, Purdue pniversity for Mini Cooper advertisement. Since introducing

people to the product is the primary goal of advertising, before the customers

attracted the product, the viewer must firstly admit ttre existence of the product and

remember the details as well. The research conducted between two separated groups

in which one of the groups will be exposed to 2D ads (the conventional physical

advertisement) meanwhile the other one for 3D ads (AR advertisement). As a result,

82oh of 2D ads able to remember the factual information compared to 59o/o for 3D

ads. However, 1007o of the 3D ads able to identify the color of the car while 93o/o of

the 2D ads able to do so. Thus, augmented reality advertisement was successful in

presenting visual components of a product but 2D ads was more effective in

presenting factual information. [23]

In the other perspective, a research was conducted for child's toy

advertisement. This research was aim to differentiate between the effectiveness in

conventional physical advertisement and AR advertisement. Similar as the other

research, two groups among 100 parents was formed to differentiate between both of

the methods in advertising regarding their consideration to buy and pay for the toys.

74o/o of the AR advertisement viewers willing to buy the product for f,7.99 each

compared to 45%o,rmong the conventional physical advertisement viewers for f,5.99.

As a conclusion, people are willing to buy for higher price if they are engage with the

advertisement or product through interaction and sense of touch. [38]

Nevertheless, the AR advertisement is still growing rapidly across various

fields and industries although only a few research done regarding the effectiveness of

it. For example, AR advertisement has been used in the automobile industry as well.

Nissan introduced MINI Cabrio by giving the chance of the brochure's reader to look

at the exterior and interior design of MINI Cabrio from the augmented 3D car.

Besides, customer was also able to change the color and model of the car according

to their preferences. [25] AR advertisement also has been used by Volkswagen. To

promote the upcoming VW Volkswagen Beetle in 2012, Volkswagen used creative

advertisement method for the "Juice Up" campaign in Vancouver and Toronto.

iPhone and iPad users will be able to see the animation of the massive Volkswagen

Beetle jumping out from the gigantic billboard located at the building and smashing

through transit shelters. Volkswagen enhances the advertisement to inform the

t7



community that the Volkswagen Beetle is much more aggressive and performance-

oriented compared to the prior cars produced by Volkswagen. [26] Based on both of

the products, the problem with the advertisements is expensive products will not able

to attract the customers to buy the products on the spot. This is because customers

still need to see, feel and touch flre product before they decide to buy them. But still,

AR helps Nissan and Volkswagen to increase the possibly of more customer

attracted to the product and strengthen the brand names.

In the food industry, one of the advertisers that used AR advertisernent is

Doritos. Doritos advertised the AR advertisement to promote "Doritos Sweet Chilli"

that enabled the buyer to see Dontos's character come to life when pointing the

camera to Doritos's package. The viewer could upload the character to the website

and adopted Doritos's Character as a pet. The adopted pet uploaded at the social

network site used by Doritos's customer to find their Doritos Lover between the

users. [25] The drawback of this advertisement is people already bought the product

by the time they wanted to view the AR advertisement. This is not aligned with the

marketing objective for advertisement which is to influence customer awareness to

increase the business profit from the selling. However, the good thing is because of
the advertisement, people tend to buy the product in order to get the game.

Based on the entire example given before, there are several methods used to

get the augmented 3D objects on top of the marker. (See also Figure 6) Some of the

advertiser used the computer's qrmera like Nissan, Burger King and Dorito. The

other alternative is using the smartphone like what Volkswagen used for their AR
advertisement. Since smartphone is small, light and mobile, the implementation of
AR advertisement using smartphone with mobile Internet adoption will be able to go

further in the industry as expected. [24]
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2.6 Augmented Reality in Android

The AR implementation among smartphone is rapidly grown compared to the

previous method of using wearable computer. Compared to the conventional method,

smartphone is portable and powerfi.rl to process AR scene although in limited

memory capability. In this project, Android has been ohosen as the plaforrn for the

smartphone to implement AR. It was reported that Android leads the smart phone

platform with the selling more than 100 million units in Q4 2010. l7l $ee also 1.6:

h-easibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame)

Android is an open-source project by Google that become a plaform for

smartphone and it includes the operating system, the software development kit,

application framework and key applications. [6] The kernel used is based on Linrx

kernel and most of the parts of Android build based on the Apache 2.0 open source

license and allow everyone to develop their own Android customization. Google

provides a lot of tools to help programmer to create their own application based on

the Software Development Kit (SDK) (See Also 3.3: Android SD,$ and applications

framework provided together with the libraries like OpenGL ES, SQLite, Surface

Manager and the others. Most of the Android application is written in Java

Programming Language but still, C Programming Language can be used with Native

Development Kit (NDK) (See Also 3.3: Android NDn and they are running on its

own virtual machine, Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM). The facilities provided

encourage AR development using Android as the plafonn.

There are various tools can be used to develop AR application on Android

based on the AR library such as Magnitude, Qualcomm AR (QCAR), Popcode,

Android AR (AndAR), Android AR-Kit, Mxare and NyARToolkit. Each of the

libraries has their own advantages and disadvantages.

Firstly, Magnitude is an open-source framework used for designing AR

application on Android with the last code committed on 13ft June 2010. It is one of
the Google code project and free to be used. Magnitude was also claims6 as easy to

use because of the plug-in oriented intoduced to the developer. [39] Howwer, this

library focusing more on GPS oriented application especially for markerless AR
application.
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Qualcomm AR (QCAR) is also one of the famous libraries used for AR

application development on Android. Today, QCAR has already expanded their

capability by making it supported for iOS and multiple development tools including

Eclipse, Xcode and Unity. QCAR is also free to be used and focusing more on

marker-based AR. [40] However, the process of loading external object from the SD

card would be much completed with QCAR and most of the objects definitely need

to be loaded from SD card.

Other than that, Android AR (AndAR) is a framework that enabling AR on

Android. AndAR is free and an open source project that more focusing on marker-

based AR under the GNU General Public License. [al] ARToolkit is one of the

earliest and famous tools used for AR development and AndAR is actually the

Android version of ARToolkit under ARToolworks lnc. (See also 3.3: Tools) Instead

of that, AndAR is much simpler in loading objects from SD card compared to

QCAR. Thus, AndAR has been chosen as the AR library for ReADroid development

at the first place because of the benefits mentioned before.

However, during the intersection period between analysis and development

phases in the software development life cycle, the author has changed from using

AndAR to QCAR as the framework for AR development on Android. This i5 alainly

because there are a lot of documentations, tutorials and inforrration oan be found for

the purpose of ReADroid development including the great community from the

Unity Community and Qualcomm Forum. More comparison between both of the

framework will be explained later in the next chapter.

There are more tools available to use and most of them are not suitable to be

used for this project. For example, Popcode is one of the great framework because it
has a lot of libraries and capable in doing more AR functionalities. But, Popcode is

quite complex and only works with specially designed Popcode's markers. Mxre is
also another great framework but it is just like Magnitude where it is more focusing

on geographical localization. Another ARToolkit version for Android is
NyARToolkit. NyARToolkit supports many languages and able to identifu multiple

markers. However, it is quite complex to understand within the time frame of the
project.
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2.7 Proposed Solution

Today, the main challenge in the chocolate advertising is to deliver the advertisement

in the interactive and athactive way so that customer will be easier to remember the

brand name and aware about the product. This is important as part of the subliminal

marketing that uses the stereotypes existed in the community with high graphic

design element to achieve the business, marketing and advertising goals. By taking

the advantages of technological advancement, this challenge is possible to be

countered easily to make advertisement become more effective and lead to the

business $owth.

Augmented Reality Advertisement on Android (ReADroid) maximizing the

advertising effectiveness by using AR technology to make the advertisement from

the chocolate wrapper come to life. By using QCAR (See Also 3.3: QCAR) as the AR

framework, when pointing Android phone camera to the marker at the chocolate

wrapper, user will be able to see the freeze advertisement become alive and able to

be interacted with like viewing the promotion, drop a comment and many more.

The interesting part is when pointing Android phone culmera to the bottom

part or the bottom side of the chocolate wrapper, user will be able to play a game.

There are four different kind of games based on different kind of textures. Thus, user

does not know which textures they will get and they tend to buy more until they get

the game that they want. This interactive advertisement will give the audience long-

term memory toward the product. The element used in the advertis€ment is also

important to ensure the targeted customer feel to come back to the advertisement

again because of its attractiveness.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

For any software development it is an essential to plan well the project by

gathering the requirement before designing and implementing the software. Different

methodologies have been created to cater different needs of different project in a

specific duration of time. Thus, this chapter will elaborate more about:

Choosing System Development Methodology

Planning, Analysis, Design and Implementation Phases

Tools

Key Milestone

3. 1 : Choosin g Softwa re Development Methodolory

In this project, the modified Waterfall Methodology or Sashimi Model is used

for the software development. Based on the software development process, each of

the phases will be developed systematically and sequentially from one to another in a

downward fashion and there will be an overlapped between the phases, It means that

the analysis phase starts before the planning phase is finalized, design before analysis

is completed and et cetera as shown in Figure 9.

Based on the methodology, it was very crucial to identify the system

requirements in order to minimize the requirement changes as the project proceeded.

Thus, implementation phase was easier since the planning, analysis and design

phases were specified in detail before the implementation phase begrn. The

overlapped enabled two phases to be mn concurrently and reduce the project

duration. Besides, software will be able to adapt the changes during the overlapped

phases for any software improvements because it allowed more regression. [8] The

overlapped between design and implementation phase enabled various tools to be

tested in order to maximize the software performance and facilitate the debugging

process to satisfy each of the functional and non-functional requirernent criteria.

o
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Ficure 9: The Sashimi Model of Software Development Process

3.2: The Phases

3.2.1 Planning Phase

In the planning phase, background of study has been conduoted thoroughly.

Based on the prior studies, several challenges are identified as the main

problems in advertising. To get more understanding about the topic in depth,

several journals, website, books and article is reviewed. The problems

identified also need to be proven correct and supported by various sources.

For technical research, the advantages and disadvantages on the

current product available in the market today which failed to counter the

addressed problem above need to be recognized. The objectives and scope of

study identified, help to give direction to the project on the expected output at

the end of the software development. All of the medi4 tools and knowledge

require along the project need to be develop or polish. There are mmy

tutorials in the web explained the step by step guidance for beginners to leun

about Android development, QCAR, Android A& ARToolkit and the

hardware. Google $oups for Android and QCAR development also available

for any discussion related to the issues and problems found among the

community.
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In addition, the feasibility analysis also required to assess the project

capabilities to be completed. The organizational analysis also important to

ensure the expected product will be used by the end user and align with the

problems and needs. The most important analysis is the technical analysis

whereby developer needed to identify how possible it is to develop the

application. Taking technology familiarity into consideration, the product

should not focus on the right customer to be targeted instead; developer

should ensure that this application is the right product for the customer.

3.2.2 Analvsis Phase

In the analysis phase, the requirement is listed to understand clearly several

important questions like who, what, when, and where will the application be.

Based on the problems identified in the planning phase, the functions of the

application will be identified together with the user of the application. In this

phase, developer should understand very well about the project ard the

expected application to be developed.

In the same time, along the progress of the project, questionnaires

will be distributed using Facebook and email by using random sampling to

prove the hypothesis created in this paper is correct. (See also Attachment l)
The questionnaire will cover on the responses of the targeted people toward

AR advertisement and show the effectiveness of using AR in food industry

advertisement. Since the methodology used is Sashimi Model, the design part

already started meanwhile the questionnaire is still in progress. This situation

has shown the overlapped between analysis and design phase. Consequently,

the result of the questionnaires that will be acquired in the future will help to

improve the existed design. The result of the questionnaire will be discussed

in the next chapter.
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For the current design, the requirement gathering can be divided into

several key aspects that relate to the technical management of ttre project

either fu ncti onal or non-functional requirements

ID Funcl: Ability to augment the advertisement in the real world

Area Functional (For User)

Description The application should be able to make the freeze

advertisement in the printed media comes alive when pointing

Android phone camera to the marker provided. With a

character animated, it will become the mascot for the product.

ID Func2: Ability to play games

Area Functional (For User)

Description The application should allow the user to play games when

pointing Android phone camera to the bottom side of the

chocolate wrapper.

TD Func3: Ability to see Promotion

Area Functional (For User and Web Administator)

Description The products or services promoted at the advertise,ment are

available in the form of coupons or tickets once the user

viewed the AR advertisement in certain time. Before that, user

is linked to the advertiser web site to get more details about the

advertisement. This will require intemet connection for the

function to work properly.

ID Func4: Ability to drop comment

Area Functional (For User)

Description In certain situation, user might have some questions or

criticisn about the advertisement. Thus, user able to drop their

words at the advertisement and make it visible to thc public.
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ID UIl: Splash Screen

Area Graphical User Interface (For User)

Description After the application is started, user will be presented with a

very short splash screen meanwhile waiting for the camera to

be initialized.

ID Func5: Ability to link to the website

Area Functional (For User)

Description When user needs more information about the advertiser, user is

able to click at the respective button and it will immediately

link to the website of the advertiser.

ID Navl: Automatically adjust viewbased on the phone position

Area Graphical User Interface/ Navigation (For User)

Description Once the camera is adjusted to the right side or left sidc of the

object, it will display the right part or left pat of the 3D object.

This mems that the changes in oamera coordinate will not

affecting the object coordinate in the augmented scene.
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3.2.3 Desierr Phase

G rap h ic al U se r Int erfac e

In the figure below, it shows the graphical user interface for the application.

Figure 11 shows the splash screen that will be displayed after the application

was initialized while waiting for the camera initialization. At the right side, it
is the common AR advertisement menu screen with the booking, sharing and

commenting features. These features are available at most of the

advertisement created. Meanwhile, Figure 12 shows different perspectives of
a sample 3D object when moving or rotating the camera. The navigation will

displayed the object augmented to the real world in fixed coordinate. Thus,

user would be able to navigate in 3D space to get a better view of the 3D

object

Figure I l: The Splash Screen and AR Advertisement Interface

Figure 12: 3D object in different angle perspectives
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Comparing the Development between AndAR and QCAR.

The early stages of the development, the author used AndAR as the

framework for AR development. However, for several reasons, the

development will be continued by using QCAR framework. Thus, this part

will describe on the reasons behind why the author changed from using

AndAR to QCAR based on their feahres and low level softrvare architecture

it selves.

AndAR Low Level Software Architecture

Figure l3: Simplified class diagram for common AndAR application on Android [6]

The figure above show the common classes used in the developme,nt of AR

on Android platform using AndAR. ARRenderer class deal with everything

related openGl. since the augmented scene is mixed between augmented

and non-augmented 3D objects, the class created need to implement

O pe nG L Re nde re r interface.

se t N onAfuRende re r(r: Ope nGLRende re r) : void
ge tA rtoo |ki t 0 : A RTo o \kit

drawQ:wid
seupEnvQ:void
initGLQ:wid
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OpenGLRenderer is a predefined interface class where the

implementation of the class came along with the predefined methods like

initGL), drowQ and setupEnv). initcL(/ is the method called when the

OpenGL surface is initialized. Then, method setupEnv) will be called before

the augmented objects are drawn. The method also being used to describe and

initialize the effect of the 3D objects like lighting, material, texture, fogging

and many more. Lastly, drawQ is called repeatedly for each frame to draw

the non-augmented 3D objects and used to calculate the software

performance using frame per second (FPS).

Then, m Activity interacts with the user and takes care of creating

window for developer. For AR application, the Activity needs to extend the

abstract class of lndAMctivity. This class eased the software developme,nt

because it handles everything related to AR like opening the camer4

detecting the markers, displaying the video steam and taking the screenshots.

Now, the 3D objects can be drawn by using ARObject but this

predefined class can only been retrieved from ARToolkit by using

registerARObject(ARObject). This means that before drawing 3D objects,

ARToolkit should register from AndAMctivity mentioned above and

projected the file name of a pattern file in its constructor. This pattern file can

be formed using a tool in ARToolkit called mkgan. [61

For custom 3D object, another class just simply extended the

ARObject abstract class and overwrites the method drawQ. The

transformation matrix will be applied and aligned to the marker before the

method drowQ is invoked.[6] Thus, the selected augmented 3D objects stored

in asser.r folder will appear exactly on top of the markers.

Basically, the description mentioned above is the low level softrrre

architecture of AR application on Android using AndAR framework which

has been developed by Tobias Domhan from Graz University of Technology.
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OCAR Hieh Level Software Architecture

Figure 14: Data flow diagram of tre QCAR frameuork in an applicuion environment. [45]

QCAR or Qualcomm Augmented Reality is a framework created by

Qualcomm Development Network (QDevNet). QCAR also can be used with

Unity 3D Pro as an extension. In the framework of @A& Tanget Resources

control the target image of the AR scene. The target image can be created by

using Target Management System from QDevNet official website. The

system help to identify either the textures uploaded are good enough to be the

target image and a good target image requires a lot of colors contra Aftcr all,

Target Managernent System will resize the target image accordingly md

generates dataset that contain the )CvIL config file which is also described

about the registered target image at the database. [45] Then the camera is able

to detect the target image for further processing. The image cryture will be

passed to the tacker. Along the process, Pixel Fomrat Conversion will

convert the image captured from the phone camera format such as YUVI2 to

standard OpenGL ES rendering format such RGB565. [45]
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Based on the target image detected, tacker will detect and track real

world objects in camera video frames. QDevNet provided four different kinds

of QCAR capabilities which are Image Target, Frame Marker, Multi Image

Target and Virtual Button and each of them are using different kinds of

library defined by QDevNet. lmage Target is the most basic function where it

will detect a single image target at a time. Frame Marker allows the program

to detect more than one image target at a time and render all of them at the

same time. Meanwhile, Multi lmage Target is almost the same as Frarne

Marker but Multi lmage Target will only displayed one image and can be

viewed from various angles including the backside of the target image.

Besides, as the name depict, Virtual Button allows the developer to create a

button and gives responses when user press the virtual button created on the

target image itself. Thus, it allows the world interaction from the user in the

augmented scene.

All of the functionalities are used together with the object in the

scene. Characteristics of the object will be coded by the developer using

JavaScript and C# programming language and implement the object's class.

The last step of rendering, from the initialized components, each frame will

require all of three basic steps (query state object, update app logic, render

graphic) in order to update the state object before the application re,lrder

method is called. As a result, an augmented scene will be created.

AndAR vs. OCAR

Overall, development using AndAR will be more difficult especially in

giving attribute to the object. Each of it needs to be done programmatically

by the developer and requires complex class hierarchy. Since AndAR is a

new framework, most of the development requires full instruction from the

developer to create what they desired to. However, for QCAR, most of the

basic functionalities are done based on the predefined algorithm and class

library by QDevNet as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: QDevNet process overview. [45]

Compared to the AndAR, QCAR is easier in term of creating custom

target image. QCAR is able to track partial image when only half part of the

target image is in the camera's sight and this cannot be done using AndAR.

Besides, QCAR support various types of Android devices compares to

AndAR either old model or the latest model. The community is also strong

with prompt responses from the members each time a problem is posted in

the group. The documentation also helps the developer to build ttre

application easily. Although QCAR does not solve the laggng processing

issue and several other problems, but it is the best frarnework to be used for

AR development on Android currently.

l.)rawing Complex 3D Object Using Blender

It is definitely hard to draw complex 3D objects programmatically using

OpenGL ES. Thus, one of the alternatives used is Blender. Blender is open

source software for 3D modeling that enables developer to import the 3D

objects into Java-usable format. The complex part of using Blender is to
import the object to the project developed in Unity 3D Pro. The finished

object is saved using object File Format (oFF) because of its simplicity and

consistency with OpenGL. Since OpenGL ES does not support Quads, the

oFF file needs to be converted to Triangles. Finally, this object is ready to be

used and increases the performance efficiency as well.
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3.2.4 [mplementation Phase

The implementation phase involved several testing cases in order to measure

either the project has achieve the objectives or not. There are several testing

to be conducted such as functional testing and usability testing.

The functional testing can be divided into two main categories which

are white box testing and black box testing. White box testing will be tested

on both of the marketing expert and AR expert. Meanwhile, the black box

testing will be tested on a sample group of people between 15 to 35 years old.

This functional testing will be impleme,nted in order to ensure all of the

functions in the application work as what it supposes to be.

Meanwhile, for the usability test, the fanous System Us$ility Soale

(SUS) will be used because it is reliable in interpreting subjective issue

especially in term of system's usability and leamability. It will be conducted

on two sample groups of people. To record the responses from the audienoe,

an interview will be conducted to the sample groups and a questionnaire will

be disfibuted to them. The first sample goup is men and women between 15

to 35 years old. The questionnaire will be tested on several main scopes in

order to ensure the successful of ReADroid. For example:

o The easiness of using the applioation without guidance.

o The capability to understand the message being delivered from

the advertisement.

o The capability to remember about the advertisement, the

product and the advertiser.

o The reaction before, after and while using the ryplic*ion.
o The perception of the user towards the application.

Instead of that, the same main scopes will be tested on different

sample group of people which is the children below 15 years old. Howwer,

for this goup of people, a video will be recorded to show their responses

before, after and while using the application. To stengthen the result, several

questions will be asked and video will be recorded for proves.
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3.3: Tools

Hardware

Debugging process during the application development requires a target machine

connected to the development machine. The development machine is used to install

Unity 3D Pro, QCAR, Blender and the other tools for the purpose of development

only. Meanwhile, the target machine here is referring to an Android smartphone

connected to the development machine using 5-pin micro'USB 2.0 cable.

Since this is an AR application, it cannot be used with Android emulator for

debugging process because it needs the camera to capture the image. However, the

Android Logcat in the Android Software Development Kit is still relevant to be used

in order to retrieve warnings and errors. Below are the specifications of the hardware

used in the development of ReADroid.

Development Machine Specitication (Acer Aspire 4530)

. Processor - AMD Turion X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology RM-74

(2.20 GHz)

Video Subsystem - NVIDIA GeForce 9100M integrated

RAM - 2.00 GB of DDR2 667l\tftlzmemory.

Platform - Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate (32-bit)

Target Machine Specifrcation (HTC Desire Z)

Chipset - Qualcomm MSM 7230 (800 MHz) with Adreno 205

RAM - 512 MB

ROM - I.5O GB

Platform - Android 2.2 (Froyo) Build 1.34.405.5

Camera - 5.0 megapixel with autofocus and flash

Internet - 3G, GPRS, EDGE, Wi-Fi

a

o

o

a

a

a

a

a

o
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Android Development Environment

Eclipse IDE:

It is the integrated development environment like Netbeans, where the tool

used by developer to build application especially in adding the layers to the

appl i cation interfaces.

Android SDK:

The plug-in provided in Android Software Development Kit (SDK) assists in

invoking .apk archive file to enable the .apk archive file running without

using the real smart phone. It is also very useful in retieving the warnings

and errors through the Android Logcat. t6lt9l

Cygfin and Android NDK:

Since Dalvik Virtual Machine only supports Java Programming Language, by

using NDK, the libraries need to be linked with the libraries used in Java

parts. Then, Cygwin can be used to build and update the entire project so that

developer can simply run the project. t6lt9l

AR Development

QualcommAugmented Realily or QCAR

QCAR is AR framework for Android. It handles everything related to AR in

Android by using the predefined methods, algorithms and libraries developed

by Qualcomm Developer Network or QDevNet.

Graohic Develooment

OpenGLES I.x

It is application programming interface (APD for the embedded version of

OpenGL with several limitations. OpenGL ES can be used to draw simple 3D

object in virhral reality. [6]



Blender

Btender is used to create 3D object that is more complex for AR. The finished

object will be published according to certain standard format that compatible

with Android to be exported. This tools help to counter the problem of

drawing 3D object programmatically using OpenGL ES.

Unity 3D Pro

The software is used together with the QCAR framework as the extension.

Object created fiom Blender will be posted to Unity and AR scene will be

created there. The development environment runs on Microsoft Windows and

support several output including for Android, iPhone, Wii, PlayStation 3,

Xbox and the others. This is where most parts of the application being

developed.

3.4: Key Milestones / Gant Chart

The key rnilestones that need to be achieved for the Final Year Project (FYP) are as

below and kindly refer to the Gantt chart at the attachment for more details.

Milestone Date

Project ProPosal 5 October 201I

Extended ProPosal 2 November 20ll

VIVA: Proposal Defense and Progress Evaluation 23 November 201I

Interim Report 7 December 2011

Technical Report 2l December 2011

Progress Report 7 March}Ol2

Pre-SEDEX 4 Apil20l2

Soft Bound Dissertation r2 April2012

SEDEX l7 April20l2

VIVA 25 Apil2012

l'echnical Report 26 Apil20l2

Figure l6: The key milestones of FYP
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

1'his chapter discussing on all of the results collected from most of the phases in the

system development process. The result helps to support the evidence towards

achieving the objectives together with the discussion. This chapter will describe on

several main aspects mentioned below.

Survey data collection and analysis

System and software architecture

Prototype development and testing

Challenges and solutions.

4.1: Survey Data Collection and Analysis

Based on the random sampling method, the questions have been distributed using

Facebook and email for 100 respondents. (See also Attachment l). Based on Figtre

t7, rnost of the respondents came from the age of 15-24 years old. Among the

respondents , 58o/o are male and the other 42Vo are female.

Ql: How old are you?

100%
80%
60%
40Yo

20Yo

0Yo

years old yean old years old

Figure l7: The result of the survey for Question I

Based on Figure 18, among all of the respondents, 560lo of them got the

smartphone. From this percentage, the first and second highest $oups that got the

smartplrone came from 15 to 24 years old group and 25 to 34 years old group with

83 .q3o/o and I 0 .7 lo/o for each of them. Thus, the implementation of ReADroid will be

accessible by most of the targeted users of age between 15 to 35 years old because

rnost of them have the smartphone.

a

a

a

a
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Q3 : Do you own a smartphone?

I Below 14 years old

I15 - 24 yearc old

!25 - 34 years old

OAbove 35 years old

Figure l8: The result of dre survey for Question 3

Among all of the smartphone users, Android is the most famous operating

system followed by iOS, RIIvf Symbian, Windows and Others (MeeGo). Based on

Figure 19, Android is leading the OS used by the respondents far in front of the

others with 51 .73Yo from 560/o of smarQhone users. This show that Android is the

best platform to be used as more users are able to be reached.

Q4: What ls the operatlng system (OSl for your smartphone?

!Android

liOS (for Apple phones)

IRIM (for Blactberry phoncl

lSymblan (usually for Nokla's
phone)

!Wndows

lOthers

Figure l9: The rosult of tre surv€y for Question 4
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QS & 6 : How often do you use your smartphone to snap pictures or
videos / surfthe internet?

37.92Yo
36.21o/"

40.m%

35 (X)%

30.(x)%

25.000/o

2ll.(lllo/o

rFSnap pictures 8nd videos

-l-Suf int€met

t5.00%

10 00%

5.00Yo

0.00%
I (the least) 5 (the most)

Figure 20: The result of tre survey for Question 5 and 6

Based on Figure 20, most of the respondents that have the srnartphone us€ their

smartphone to snap pictures, videos and surf the intem*. It also supported by

question 7 based on Figure 2l that show 46.550lo of the smartphone users among the

respondent claimed that their smartphone is connected to the inte,laet all the time.

Although it is not the majority, but the result is enough to show that most of the

respondents able to use ReADroid since this application require internet connection

for certain functionalities and they use their smartphone oamera regularly as well.

Q7: Does your smartphone connected to the internet dl the
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QS & Q9 : Do you buy the newspaper/magazine regularly?

50%

l(the least)

Figure 22: The result of the survey for Question 8 and Question 9

Based on Figure 22,from the question 8 and question 9, it clearly shows that most of

the respondents do not buy newspaper and magazine regularly. This result can be

used to show that the implementation of ReADroid can be done at the chocolate

wrapper as an alternative because people will get the wrapper together each time they

buy the product. Thus, people who bought the chocolate has high tendency to use the

Q10: While reading the newspaper or magazine' what will you do
when you suddenly see an advertisement? (respondent able to

choose more than one)

_ il_ -____

l$Yo

c
..""t"o' "*."tO'

''b-

"'-" ^*e, .u"
.sd!

'.".o

rs."a

.e'
is"

""'
iso

9$s

""'qoo
{"o

N"$a""'

Figure 23 : The result of the survey for Question I 0



Figure 23 shows the result for question l0 regarding the responses when respondents

saw an advertisement. T4 of them choose to simply look at the pictures only and 64

of them also choose to read the highlighted words. For certain reasons, it cm be

concluded that most of the reader tend to ignore the advertisement by simply look at

the main things from the advertisement such as pictures and highlighted words. This

is because the advertisement is dull based on the highest response in Figure 24 and

Figure 25. Thus, AR should be used to overcome this problem.

Ql1: In general, what are the best words to describe the food
advertisement like chocolate, icecream, fast food, beverage
and the others. (respondent able to choose more than one)

Atractive AppcalingEoragorato

Figure 24: The result of the survey for Question I I

Q12: Why do you fed the food advertisements in the
newspaper and magazine are not ettractive?(rcspondent

Too much
information

provided

I cat shre Notmy
the promotion intercat

in the
advertisemeot

wilh my
friends

No time to
boltcr

Ihrll C.obr

Figure 25: The result of the survey for Qucstion l2
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Q13 : After you see the advertisement, what you will do next?
(respondent able to choose more than one)

l0

0
Think to buy or not
to buy, the products

being advertised

Spread the Critic/Praise the
promotion to my product

frien&

l

From question 13, it shows that most of the favorite things done by the advertisement

viewers are thinking to buy the products and critic or praise the products. Instead of

that, there are also some of the viewer choose to spread the promotion to their friends

as well. This information can be used for the additional functionalities to be included

in ReADroid.

Figure 26: The result of the survey for Question 13
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Lastly, the respondents were asked about their responses if this application is

used widely. This response is based on the video related to ReADroid from the You

Tube. Most of the respondents claimed believed that using AR technology in

advertising will make it more attractive compared to the conventional methods.

Besides, they feel that this application will be useful for them and make them more

attracted to give more attention for the advertisement. Howevetr, based on the graph

pattern, there are a lot of the respondens seem to be unsure that this technology is

the best solution for the current problem and they chose 3 between the ranges of I to

5. As conclusion, it shows that a lot of researches need to be done to ensure AR

becomes a reliable solution for physical advertisement problems.

Q14 & 16: Do you think advertisement in the newspspcrwill be morc
attractive if it is using the same technologr as in ttevideo & will you

attracted to pay more attention on tte edverdsement?

--Atrtrdvcrtilcmmtcfrocivonocr

{DUrlbility

l(the leas0 5(tbc most)

Figure 27: The result of tre survey for Qucstio 14 md Qrrcstim 16
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4.2: System and Software Architecture

4.2.1 Svstem Flowchart (ReADroid)

Based on the figure 28, ReADroid is following the flowchart mentioned

below in order to work perfectly. This flowchart also describes on how the

application works from the first time customer see the advertisement until it

terminates the application.

Firstly, when the customer buys the chocolate bar, the wrapper will be

given in default. On the top wrapper, a short note will be displayed to show

that the wrapper can be used with the application together with the steps to

download the application. Based on figure 28, customer should proceed to the

website www.readroid.hostei.com to download the application. This .apk file

can be downloaded and installed straight away to the phone if they are surfing

the website through the smartphone. As an alternative, customer can simply

download the application through the personal computer and later push the

.apk file to the smartphone for installation.

After done with the installation, the customer or the user is now able

to stafi the application by pointing the camera towards the top wrapper. The

first scene of the application after the splash screen is the main screen

showing the mascot; "Mr. Choc Man" animated and encourages the us€r to

throw unused chocolate wrapper to the dustbin to save the environment. From

the main screen, there are several functions in which the user able to choose.

One of the functions is "Visit Website" whereby user will be

redirected to www.readroid.hostei.com to get the information about the

products. lnstead of that, user is able to get the latest promotion by touching

the appropriate augmented button on the screen and the application will be

redirected to www.readroid.hostei.com/l 5 Promotion.html and same goes

to "Drop Comment" that will be redirected to

www.readroid.hostei.com/l 6_Your-Ooinion.hml. The most interesting

function that user able to proceed is 'Play Grme". To play the game, user

need to turn over the wrapper and use the bottom part of the chocolate

wrapper to be the target marker.



Basically, there are three t1ryes of games available to the user.

However, there is only one game available each time the user buy a chocolate

because the bottom part of the chocolate !\rapper will only print the texture

image for one target marker. As one of the mrketing strategy for the

advertiser to maximize profit, in order for a user to get all three games, they

need to buy the chocolate repeatedly until they get all three different tlpes of

game.

Referring back to the figure 28, after the user turn over the wrapper,

for each of the game, an instruction will be given on how to play the gmes.

If the user proceeds to the next scene, the game will be strted md the time

given to complete the games is 30 seconds followed by the last sceire that will

display the score or game points for each of the games.

In each scene of the games, the user is always able to return to the

main screen. Besides, the user is also able to chmge from one game to

another by simply point the cemera to the other trget markers. This is

because the modules are being separated by sce,ne md not by game t)"es.

(See Also 4.2.3 Sof*are Architeaure)
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4 2.2 Svstem Architecture

)?\-\ Ion'\r
\-.\

Download

Offrcial Website

applicalion
display the

Render the

image captured

5.1"
)ffrcial Websitt

-.\__/\_
,ad r

,n and I

websirc*

Redirect to the

website to drop
comment and ge

oromotion.

Target Resources

Y'*Detect mor*cr
otd 3D objects

ized cunero

--* I c"t*r"

Game0l

marker

Game02

marker

Game03

marker

TopWrapper

marker

Smartphone

the

Figure 29: The High Level ReADroid's Sysem Architecture

The figure above shows the high level design of ReADroid's system

architecture and how each of the software, hardware, database and other

components in the system related to each other.

Basically, the user is able to download the application through the

official website that requires internet connection for the smartphone. Once the

application has been installed, the camera will be initialized md detect the

marker and 3D objects on top of the marker as well. This marker is the one

that has been retrieved from the target resources database using Target

Management Systern in QCAR. There are four markers stored in the

database. Lastly, the image captured will be rendered. If the user chooses to

drop comment, get promotion or visit the website, the application will be

redirected to the website md again the smartphone requires internet

connection to be working with this frrnction.

As conclusion, installing this application requires full intemet access

via network communication and takes pichres via hardrvare controls which

will be also mentioned before the installation process take place.
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4.2.3 Software Architecture

The software architecture of a 3D scene or specifically in augmented reality

related scene is a bit different compared to the normal application. Each and

every object will need to implement the object characteristic shared by the

other objects as well. All of the objects will be captured by the qrmera.

Based on the Figure 28, in QCAR framework, the Componenls class

is the backbone of the application. ln the Components class, all of the basic

predefined athibutes are described in it. For example, the Mesh, Particles

(e.g.: Particle Animator), Physics (e.g.: Rigidbody, Collider, Joint, Constant

Force), Audio (e.g.: Audio Listener), Rendering, Miscellaneous, Camera-

Control, Character and the others. By using the QCAR extension, several new

classes are also extending the Components class such as

CameraDeviceBehavior, ImageTargetBehavior, IQCARErrorHandler,

I't rackab I e EventH andle r, TurnOffiehavov ior, I VirtualButtonEventHandler,

QCARMacros, VirtualButtonBehavior, WSoccerballEventHondle and the

others in which these classes help to create augmented scene.

For example, ImageTargetBehavior is used at the target image

(Game}l, Game}2, Game03, TopWraper) in order for the image captured by

the phone camera is able to be retrieved from the Target Management System

and build the other game objects created as the children of the target image

on top of it. Instead of that, several user defined classes are also created in

order to add additional characteristics to the object instead of the predefined

attributes including aMainMenuButton, aPlayButton, astanGameButton,

aWebsiteButton, aExitButton, adPie0 I, aitem|l, aScoreBoard, collision|l

and the others. Most of the classes are very useful in connecting the

relationship between a game object to the others.

In a 3D scene, the camera will be at the highest rank because it

captures everything in the scene. By using QCAR, ARCamera is used as a

replacement or MainCamero. This call will extend the other game objects in

the scene as well.
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Figure 30: The Low Level ReADroid's Software Architecture
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There are four scenes in the application and Figure 28 is the example of the

third scene only. [n a scene, there are four target images extended by the

ARC.amera including TopWrapper, Game0l, Game12 and Game13. In all of

the target images, there are several basic components applied for all of thern

which are ImageTargetBehavior, TumOffBehavior, Renderer and

I ra cka b I e Ev en t H andl e r.

Meanwhile, the 3D game objects display at top of the target image

need to inherit the target image's class (parent class). The children classes

will implement the same components implemented by the parent class with

necessary additional attributes from the Components class as well. For

example, Game34 has several children classes such as buttonExit,

buttonMainMenu, vbitem}l, scoreBoard and the others.

As mentioned earlier, in all of the target images, there is a game

object called buttonMainMeraz. This object implements aMainMenuButton in

order to load to the first scene with this line of code.

case ?ouchPhase.Begartz / /tt Etre t,ouch begins

Appli cation. Loadlevel ( o) ;

breaki

Figure 3 l: Snippet code for loading scene

By using the same programming concept in the snippet code

mentioned above, it helps to the application to redirected to the website for

the user to drop comment, get promotion and visit the website for more

information about the Products.

oar. TouctrPlrarc.Bcgaa: //i! cha Eoucb b.gi'ns

Apptication.Oil,anlrnl (iLt:p:/'./=eadlord.:ost"l.coR/'1 6 Ycu:-Opr:ror.hB!-Li),

brcaki

Figure 32: Snipp* code to redirect to the comrnent box
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4.3: Prototype Development and Testing

4.3.1 Graphical User Interface

Wdcome to ReADr(i.r Sltc
'tlrcxd,dwtid.q WqU'

please doirtoad ttE 6le and nstal rt tc yu t{rod daw!
n order to use the applKam wrth ttE chocolate .rapp<

PioF0rroi

lout ot!llol

Figure 33: The offrcial website for ReADroid

Figure 33 shows the official website for this application rvhere it provides the

infonnation about the product and also the main medium used for the

customer to download the application to their smartphone. Meanrvhile figure

34 shows the splash screen of the applicatron where this is the first GUI that

user will see when using the application.

Figure 34 ReADroid's Splash Screen
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Figure 35: ReADroid's Marn Menu

Figure 35 shows the main menu of the application and in the main menu,

there will be a mascot which is "Mr. choc Man" that will animate while

encourage people to through the unused chocolate wrapper to the dustbin. In

the main menu as well, several functions are avarlable such as ..Visit

Website", "Get Promotion" and "Drop Comment". Thus, figure 36 shows the

example of a user who dropped a comment to the comment box.

Figure 36: ReAfhoid's Comrnent Box
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Figure 37: ReADroid's Game Instruction (example from GameO3)

when the user turns back the wrapper, the picture shown above is the

example that gives the instruction to the user on how to play the games for

Game03 and it is almost the same for the other games. Once the user touches

"srART!" on the screen, the game will be loaded. while playing rhe game.

user will be infonned with the time left available to complete the tasks and

the current point user got from the games as shown in the figure belorv.

Figure 38: ReADroid's Garne Scoreboard (example
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Figure 39: ReADroid's Gamcs

Figure 39 strows various kinds of games available in ReADroid. The firS

game is GameOl where user needs to touch the "Garlic Bread Men" in order

to score a point. The second g,me is GameO2 whereby user needs to move his

or her finger in the air in order to make to ball moving. Certain points will be

given if the ball hit the "Apples" or pass through the 'Red", "Yellow" or

..Green" planes in which pass through the "Gre€n" planes will awarded with

the highest point. The picture above shows the movement of the augmented

football before and after being hit by the fingen in the real world. Thc third

game is GameO3 where user needs to help a girl nomed Alicc to find hcr

stuffs missing in her oum messy bathroom. After 30 soconds, the score will

be displayed automatically and now, user cm choose either to rdurn to thc

main menu or terminate the 4plication as $own in the figure 40.
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Figure 40: ReADroid's Final Scoreboard @xample form

4.3.2 Testine

A testing has been done to evaluate the user perception on the application

among the sample goup of the targeted people. This testing used the famous

System Usability Scale to evaluate the application since this tool is reliable to

measure usability and learnability of the users. 146l (See Also Appendixl2:

SUS l.esting,).

The survey has been conducted among 20 males or females with the

range of ages from 15 to 35 years old. They are required to use the

application and give their immediate responses to the questionnaires provided

without taking too much time to answer a particula question.

Each of the questions in the questionnaire does not mean anything

without the total score from the user responses. Based on the responses from

the users in the figure 41, the total SUS score for this application is 81.75 in

which most of the users feel that this application is very easy to use and

relevant to be the solution for the problem in the current physical

advertisement. This score is considered as 'A' or excellent because it is morc

than 80 and indicate that the usability and leamability from the users'

perception are high.
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Instead of the questions based on the SUS, there are several open

ended questions has been asked to get the opinion from the respondents

regarding the application. For example, 80% of the respondents would like to

buy the product if this AR technology is being used in the chocolate

advertisement. This shows that AR implementation able to attract customers'

attention and they even willing to pay and buy more to use the application.

Besides, a question was asked to test the memory of the respondents

after using the application. 85 %o of the respondents able to remember all

three games they have played and the other l5% able to rernember two out of

three games they have played before. This shows that the interaction benveen

the user and the application has made the advertisement easy to be

remembered and thus, it will create the brand recognition for the product

among the customers.

I nccdcd !o tcarn a lot of things bcforc I could gct going..

I felt very confident using the rystem

I found the system very c"mbersom€ to us
I would imagine that most people would lcarn to usc this..

I thought there was too much inconsistenry in this sysrcm

I found thc various functions in this rystan wcrc wcll..

I think that I would need the suppofl of a technical pcrson..

I thought the system was easy to use

I found the sysEm unnecessrily complex

I think that I would like to use this system frequently

Figure 4l: Testing Result Based on SUS

System Usability Scale rAvg. Score

0.00 2.00 4.00 t.00 10.00
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4.4: Challenges and Solutions

Along the development, there are several major obstacles faced by the

developer in completing the development of ReADroid.

Firstly, the developer found that using AndAR as the framework will

require very long and tough codes in order to come out with the 3D objects

and augmented scenes. The problem beceme worse when the AndAR

community in the internet is so passive in discussing several issues related to

the framework. To ensure that the development processes going well, the

developer needed to migrate several line of codes and 3D objects from

AndAR to the new framework being used which is QCAR. The migration

resulted to a slower development processes.

Secondly, Unity 3D Pro does not have any specific function to detect

Android touch screen input because all of the predefined functions only

support the mouse event such as otMouseEnter, otMouseExit,

onMouseDown and the others. This problem can be solved by manipulating

the usage of ray cast and collider which detect the coordinate of the touch

input and perform specific task accordingly. Instead of that, the respective

object needs to be assign with a collider and rigid body in order to ensure the

object react to a collision.

ron ul,drEc O I
tor{lrar l:tnt - o, | < rnpot.rdc11cr.laattbt l++lllaq rey Euch,c! do E ia.?

var Eouob!touch' tnput' gouclEt [lI' //rDc Eoucb

v. r !.y : R.y - cu r..Bi[. Scr38Polattot'y ( Soutb'IDtl3la] i

var br,t:R.)rcuiEit' m Rayqgtf,it(,'
r!(Ph!.trcr.n yc.tt (r!y'bil, :00c),
I

1f (h''s. collldcE. gac&rcct - 
thrt 'gc(D',c6)

{
trItoh(loucb'Dlr')
{

0.6 toochPlEta '*get / / Ll EhG ioucb bcglu
bFrt;

c8a toochPMt' '!!dd' / /ll clt! Souch 6d!
Druli

cuG t@cltPhrto 'tS*:d: / /\t Ebc f,.ngc' Evrd
bn'h'

ou. T@cbpb.t..3trtt'try:/flU1lG E@c!1Dg glt tcro ald dL(b Er E!. tuaf,s.
bnru

dtl'olt !

brcrlrl
,

)
l

I

Figure 42: Snippet code of detecting buch screen input
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

ReADroid has changed the chocolate advertisement to be more attractive and

visible by using AR approach. This interactive and engaging AR advertising

application overcomes the limitation in conventional physical advertisement.

Consequently, ReADroid creates high possibilities of customer to view and come

back to the advertisement and buying the advertised product. Besides, strong brand

name is created because interactive advertisement creates long-term memory among

the viewers toward the advertisement. Thus, this research is another contribution on

the AR technology to be usable and acceptable by the community and contibutes to

higher chances of getting more profit for the business.

For the future works, in the horizontal perspective, this AR advertising

application for chocolate advertisement can be made compatible with other operating

system such as iOS, RIM, Symbian and the others across various types of
smartphone. The advertisement should be the combination of objecrbased and game-

based rather than solely on game-based to ensure the advertisement objective is

achieved. Instead of that, various girmes should be developed to attract more

customers.

Meanwhile, in the vertical perspective, the graphic for this application strould

be improved. Besides, the processing time of the application should be improved and

getting faster. The advertisement should be customized based on different

preferences from different viewers. Therefore, the advertisement will reach the right

customers at the right time.
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Appendix 0l: The Survey

Hi,

As for completing the final year project, I am in the midst of distributing the survey
questions that are related to the enhancement of physical advertisement like
newspaper, magazine, brochure and flyer. I believe{ most of the people used to buy
or read one of them. Thus, I would really appreciate if you re willing to particip*e
in this survey.

About the survey:

This survey is looking for the responses of the people towrds the advertis€mcnt in
the newspaper, magazine, brochure or flyer. Specifically, it is referring to thc food
advertisement like chocolate, ice cream, fast food and the others. By using
technology, this advertisement can be enhanced and the responses from this $uvcy
will be used to implement Augmented Reality Advertisc,me,ut m An&oid
(ReADroid).

Your participation in this research is voluntary and completion of the ssvey is m
indication of your informed consent to participate. You are under no oblig6ioo to
participate in the study. You can decide to withdraw at any point pior to, otr dqring
the study. If you decide to withdraw, any information th* hes alreedy boa f,ovidod
in the survey will not be used.

If you agrce to participate, please completc the questimnaires below:

hth://www.surveroie.com/survevl 0 I 0 I I
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Appendix 0l: The Surtey

Survcy For AggmGntd ReelltY ffi on
Android (RGADrold)
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Appendix 0l: The Survey
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Appendix 0l: The Suney
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Appendix 02: SUS Testing

SctdmAr EnronJOaL
1. How old arc you? -

, 
- 

, A Eebw la year6 old

,. ,8. 15 - 2,1 ye-s old

O c. 25 - 3{ yera old

, -, O. Abovc 35 y.-3 old

2. what ls your gender? -

,:- 
' A i{de

,-r B. F.rndc

3. Type of the smaftphone '
G.g: Hrc osuo z, 5,,n'6xtt g *w n)

4. What ls th€ opcra$ng system for your AndroH derlce?

(:! A r.5 (oPcake)

O& r.6 (Dorut)

r'; C. 2.0 (Edai)

oD.2.1 (E(Ll)

C, E. 2.2 (Edai)

OF.2.3r(ctuE ked)
/r, G, 3.xJ (tlo.l€ycott5)

al lt 4.a.Or (!e oGil s-tffii,
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Appendix 02: SUS Testing

Sectiro B : tlcabfty Tcsthg B.tcd on llIl

s. I think that I would like to use this system freguently '

8.2 c.3
A. 1 (Strongly
drsagree)

6. I found the systetlt unnecessarily compler -

c.3

c.3

'c.3

' c.3

' D.4

D.4

'o.a

:D..

D.a

8.2
A. I (Strongly
dreagree)

7. I thought the system was easy to use '

8.2
A. 1 (Strongay
disagree)

'8.2

'. s.2
A. I (Strondy
disagree)

A. I (strongh
disagnee)

E. 5 (St o.rdy
aqree)

E. 5 (St q|gay
aorrc)

e. S (g,ondy
aorce)

B. I tlrlnk that I would treed the support of a technlcal person to be able to use thls
syslem '

8.2 c.3 0.4
A. I (Stronsly E. 5 (Strmdv
disagree) agrec)

9. I found the various functiotrs in thas system were well integrated -

A. r (Strondy
disagree)

o. I thought there was too much lnconslstency ln thls sYstem '

e. S (SonCv
:grcc)

e. S ls'Urgly
aCree)

11. I would imagine that most People would learn to use this sYstem very qukkly '

, ,,8.2 c.3 D.a I,
A. r (Strondy E. 5 (sEqrdy
disaofee) egcc)

2. t found the sYstem very cumbersome to use '

,-,8. 2 -, c.3

13. t felt very confident usinq the sYstem '

, 9.2 ,C.3 I).a
A. f (StronglY
disagree)

E. s (sEslg 
'egrc.)

:. s(smoh
egruc)

14. r needed to learn a lot of thlngs before I could get golng whh thb sysilcm -

, .8.2 C.3 D..l
A. 1 (Stronsly E. 5 (SUurOlV
disaqree) xree)
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Appendix 02: SUS Testing

Scdirr C: tlrcr Pcmgtn end Iancy
15. By using this new method of markeUng, will you buy the product? '

[l A Yes

I 18.No

I lC. Not stfe

16. what is the most interesting thlng about thls applk tion? -

17. Describe all of the games you have played ln the .pplcatlon. -

18. what are the other industries suitable for this applkatbn? '

19. What ls your overall comment about thls applcadon? -
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Appendix 03: Gantt Chart
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Appendix 04 : Raw Data For SUS Testing

15. By urlng thlr new

A. Yes

B. No

method of merketing, will you buy thi3 product?

Not sure

l8
I

I

hat lr lhe mort inlerertiDg

Sames
games and the chocolate man

, game and game

Augmented reality
I never try this kirxl of applicotion before ard its awesome

The augmented realiry technology where the objects look 3D
It has games. I love games

Ttrc fact that it incorporates games to make the purchase of the prordcts more frur and exciting!
Playrrg the games

The games is simple and easy to play
It is intercsting arrl new. Vry mtxlern arxl fm!
I nwer beliwe this kirrl of thing really exist.

provided when people buy the chocolate

New method of approching ttr customer by providing games

Use chocolate wrapper for advertisernent is very rare

Allow pople to critcize the prodtrct immediately
Various kind of games

Tlus is my irnt time playing games in'3D
I try to torrch the cartoon but it is in virtual. Awesome bro!

17. Dercribc ell of thc gemer you heve pleyed ln the
game hit t}r ball, secord game fud missing things, third game plav the fmtball rsing fiogers

the ball, hit the cartoo,n

lnteractive t'ootball, llte gingcrbreadman ant help fuma hnd missing things

tp the ball, play the t'ootball ard fud nissing thirE
is about touch the cartoon, touch the things found and hit tbe ball virtulty.
games where we need to lud the cartoon flyirg arormd anl the games to flrnd missing thiDgs in rcsuoom

the ball hlt the apple, compare the pictures, save the toddy bear
the maze blocks, frnd something hidden and hit tbe piza or canoon

game, the "gingobreadman'game and.Spot ttrc difference" game
the missing things, hit the cartoon ard hit football in a maze.

Or hidden objects, navigating balt ard pop tbe gingertread.
'point the gingerman" game, 'spot the difference' game as well as "guide tre balt' game.

irst gamc, lut the gingerman picture sccond gme, furd missing item in the pictrrc
touching games for cartoorL the block games and toilet missiry shrlf

to towh the teddy bean graphic. move a ball aroud and fiod missing things
ing touchscrwn to touch Orc missing things, anime, and play fotball using harrl
ing fmger to play tlr ball, find hidden object, frnd th ctrccolae man

ird missing things, f,rnd flying cartoor, play the football
tlr ginger-marL handle the ball and fud sornetring missins

the football in block, help Arma and pop up the ball



Appendix 04 : Raw Data For SUS Testing

18. Whrt rre tbe other lnduttrlei tulttble for thlr roollcrtbn?
and gas irdwtry

ransportation

commenl

computer gadgcts, mwie
fastuon, cirprna

Books, magazirs
inemas - where people r:c thcir phort to watch tb trailer m vicw of the poeter

foods, cosrnetics, tourisrn

industry
ard tourism

and architecture

and gas irdnstry
ionery, morie tsailer, services
note caf6

Jusco

9. What lr your ovenll coEEeDt.bout
is application is so interestittg

Awcsome! B€st!
done

application is so awesome

t is so cool. I can't \ 'ait thst this application goinS to bc a ncw trcnd ofadvcrtiscrnoet rn lvlateysia
is good

t has grcat potcotiEl to be implernentcd in real wwlt providod coo of chertsirg is bw
frierdly um-irilcrfacc
it is Dew,few modification can be done to enhrnce rhis applicatio srrch as tbe grphb od *ra ssitivity

gooS effort to rwitalize adr/crtiscmcnt ildustry
You have done a very goodjob for your applicatioo-

want it to be available on iPhorp. Please!

, it gcuu be a rrw start fo ou a&crtisemc,trl advarcemeot
comm€nt

I Ern looking forun8rd for moe intercsting applicatbn rehted to r8ugm€atod rcrlity
otr simple wcd, cool.

this applicatioo going !o bc frcc? If wc nccd to pay, thca cuEtoma won't brtr thc prodrt I ['i"t. I $or[ bc A,oc.
A bit slow but it still nice and strch a fresh idea



Appendix 04 : Raw Data For SUS Testing

l. How old lre ]rlu?
llokrw l4 ycars old

Il. I 5-24 yolrs old I

). 25-34 yoars old
l). Abovc 35 ycus old

2. Whst ls your gendcr:
A. Malc I I

I]. I,'omulc

. I thougt the rystem w.s ecay to u3e
l(Strongly disogree)
.,

).3rl
44
5 (Strongly agree) I

3. Type of lhe smrrtphone
Il'l'C I)csirc iz.

I t-I C l)rsiru iz,

Sanrsung Acc
IIIC Ncxtu()no
I I'[C Ncxus ()nc

SanlsurUt (iahrxy w
lI'l'C I)reanr

(ialaxy Youg
l'lC I)osireiz,

I'l C I)rsirr:7.
ialaxy 52

I'l'C l)esire Z
I'tC l)esire 7.

'C l)esire 7-

'C l)csire Z
ncc

Nexus ()ne

I'l'C Nexus (he
Galaxy w

I'lC l)rcam

I think that I would need tte rupport of r
to be able to ure thk 3yitem.

l(Strongly disagree) 12
)

.3 2
4't
5 (Strongly agee)

I found the vrriour functionr in thlr cvrten
well integreted

l(Stror4llv disagpe) O

2

.3
4

5

thought therc wr3 too much iacon3iltency ltr
3yJtem

l(Strongly disagree)
2

.3
4

5

Whot ir the operatlng system for your
devlcer?

1.5 (Cupcokc)
I]. L6 (l)onut)
l. 2.0 (Fichn)

I). 2. I (tr;clair)

Ir 2.2 (F.lair)
I. 2.3.x lGingerbread)
i. 3.x.x (l loncyconb)
l. 4.4.0.x (lcc C

I l. I would imrgine thrt mo3t people would lc.rD
ure this rystem very qulckly
llStrongly disagree)
2

.3
4

5

12. I found thc ayrteD very cuDbcrronc to ut
l(Strongly disagree) I
2

.3
4I thlnk thst I w to usc thlt syrtem

l(St ongly disogoe)
1

_. -t

).4
:.5

13. I felt very confldent utlng the ryttcn
l(Stronglydisagree) t
2g
34
43
5 (SEroogly agre) II found the ryrtem unnecersrrlly conplcr

l(Strong,ly disasr*)
t.2
:.3

4

5

14, I needcd to le.rtr I lot of thlngr tcfort I coutd'
golng wlth tbh ryrtem

A. l(Strongly disagr€e)
B.2 4

4

0

7

. t\ouuugty srsgry I
)

.3
D.4

.5


